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STRATEGIC PROFIT TAKING
There are quite a few positive factors that are driving
global equity valuations led by the massive
worldwide liquidity. Solid economic growth from
nearly every civilized region on the planet has helped
fuel many prices internationally even more
impressively than what the United States has
experienced. Low interest rates, low inflation and an
investment scenario that have placed equities above
real estate, bonds and cash have all combined to
propel stocks to record levels. In a perfect world, our
ideal holding period is forever, but in a market that is
experiencing such a broad advance our first
inclination is to start some selective and strategic
profit taking. Just like back in 1999, 1998 and 1987
locking-in gains to re-deploy monies into lower risk
investments can save a lot of pain and aggravation for
the smart long term investor. The fortunate part of
this strategic selling is that we are still finding good
opportunities to selectively buy with the profit taking
proceeds. As in the aforementioned periods, if prices
continue to rise then our cash position will build as it
becomes more difficult to find new, lower risk
bargains. Stocks may extend this momentum ride
with private equity consistently lifting, and
reconfirming, valuations with takeovers at significant
premiums. However, the early signs that the party
won’t last forever are starting to appear. Two of our
favorite sectors over the past few years, the materials
and utilities, are among the best performers YTD
despite the fact that this trend is historically
incompatible. Last issue we discussed the fact that at
least partial profit taking in the utility sector makes
sense after surging 179% over the last 5 years,
mainly because such trends are unlikely to continue.

risen of late and the $1 increase in the price of
gasoline since this past January is equivalent to an
$80B tax on U.S. consumers. So when investors
chase stocks higher and higher because they see
interest rates declining or when they rationalize that
higher energy prices will not be a factor on the
consumer (not to mention the ever present
geopolitical risks), then you know the investor is
looking at the glass half full. And, as expectations
grow higher and higher, please remember that so
does the chance of disappointment. That is as good a
reason as any to lock-in some gains and be even more
selective with each subsequent investment. Other
early signs that the glass may not remain half full
include a 15-20% drop in the Russian market from its
highs last month and another round of selling in
China with the Shanghai index plunging over 6% just
last night. We actually feel this is a positive for the
long term health of the global equity markets as a
sudden removal of some of the froth and a rebuilding
of that “Wall of Worry” could extend gains down the
road. This could be similar to the way February’s
sell-off acted as a spring board for our most recent
surge in values.

Also, in our last issue we expected interest rates to
edge higher despite the fact the consensus was for
lower rates. We did not expect interest rates to
decline because that would put even more pressure
on the already weak U.S. Dollar, and a significantly
weakened Dollar would threaten our goldilocks
economy. Interest rates and energy prices have both
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“YOUR QUESTIONS/OUR ANSWERS”
“Last issue you stated you were selling Northeast
Utilities and CMS Energy and yet I still own them
in my managed account with you.
Please
explain.”
We receive this type of question from a few newer
clients so it seems like a good time to cover our profit
taking strategy. Last issue, we stated that it is time to
start taking profits on some of our favorite utility
holdings such as the two companies you mentioned.
Since we individually manage each account, our
strategy was to utilize the strength of utilities to move
from an over-weight position to a more equal weight
(normal size) position. It should be noted that last
week we utilized the strength from a Lehman
Brothers upgrade on American Electric Power to take
profits in our entire holding. This was more a
company specific decision with American Electric
Power’s stock surging from the low thirties a year
ago to over $50 a share with the Lehman
recommendation. CMS and Northeast Utilities profit
taking was more a matter of realizing partial gains in
a sector that has dramatically out performed for our
clients in each of the past 3-4 years.

the U.S. hospitals and a growing number of
approximately 400 radiology groups. While growth
prospects continue to be bright with 25% annual
gains expected for this market leader, Nighthawk will
face intense competition and may have to reduce
prices to maintain its leadership position. This has
frightened Wall Street with their stock plunging over
40% this year despite continued solid earnings
progress and fundamentals. We would utilize current
weaknesses to accumulate shares for a 25-50% move
over the next 1-2 years. Once again, Wall Street has
over-reacted as Nighthawk’s prospects are much
better than Wall Street’s current low expectations.
The stock is high risk with ease of entry by
competitors a concern, but we like their leadership
position.
We have been placing more reprints from our daily
research posted on LanczGlobal.com Member’s
Only so that The Lancz Letter subscribers can
differentiate when we are taking partial profits as
opposed to just lightening over-weighted positions.
Please refer to the following pages of reprints directly
from
the
Member’s
Only
section
of
www.lanczglobal.com to get specifics on what we are
buying, selling and why. Real time independent
analysis along with our daily strategy & insights all
exclusively available to members.

AGGRESSIVE GROWTH RECOMMENDATION
Nighthawk Radiology Holdings, Inc. (NHWK
$18.26) is the leading provider of off hours
teleradiology services to hospitals and radiology
Cartoon Courtesy of The New Yorker Collection © 2002
groups.
The company offers this medical
William Hamilton from cartoonbank.com. All Rights Reserved
outsourcing from overseas locations to nearly 25% of
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Reprinted from Reuters

US STOCKS-Indexes slip; traders
turn cautious before weekend
Thu May 24, 2007 12:08PM EDT

NEW YORK, May 24 (Reuters) - U.S. stocks declined on Thursday as investors seized an early rally on housing
data as a chance to protect their gains in advance of a long U.S. holiday weekend.
Semiconductor shares fell sharply after Dell Inc. (DELL.O: Quote, Profile, Research unveiled a plan to sell
computers through Wal-Mart Stores Inc. (WMT.N: Quote, Profile, Research, raising concern that profit margins
of chip producers may be squeezed. The world's No. 1 retailer has a reputation for pressuring its suppliers to cut
prices.
Stocks have been on a steady uptrend for the past two months, and several technical indicators have suggested the
market is set for a pullback. Traders wary about rising gasoline prices and equity speculation in China may be
anxious about leaving positions open over the three-day Memorial Day weekend, analysts said.
"A correction is more than overdue. A lot of smart investors are taking some profits," said Alan B. Lancz,
president of Alan B. Lancz & Associates in Toledo, Ohio.
The Dow Jones industrial average (.DJI: Quote, Profile, Research was down 10.08 points, or 0.07 percent, at
13,515.57. The Standard & Poor's 500 Index (.SPX: Quote, Profile, Research was down 5.97 points, or 0.39
percent, at 1,516.31. The Nasdaq Composite Index (.IXIC: Quote, Profile, Research was down 21.15 points, or
0.82 percent, at 2,555.90.
The Philadelphia Stock Exchange Semiconductor index (.SOXX: Quote, Profile, Research was down 1 percent.
Shares of Intel Corp. (INTC.O: Quote, Profile, Research the world's largest chip maker, dropped 1.8 percent to
$22.26. Intel, which trades on the Nasdaq but is also a component of both the Dow average and the S&P 500, was
among the biggest weights on all three stock indexes.
Data storage company Network Appliance Inc. (NTAP.O: Quote, Profile, Research unexpectedly forecast a
downturn in revenue, blaming a slowdown in U.S. technology spending. [ID:nN23347404]
Network Appliance stock slid 14.3 percent to $32.61 and was the heaviest drag on the Nasdaq 100 (.NDX: Quote,
Profile, Research.
Home builders' shares and other stocks dependent on the housing market, such as home improvement chain
Lowe's Cos. Inc. (LOW.N: Quote, Profile, Research and Trex Co. Inc. (TWP.N: Quote, Profile, Research, a
decking materials maker held onto their gains. Lowe's stock was up 1.2 percent at $32.18 and Trex shares were up
2.8 percent at $21.69.
Shares of builder Pulte Homes Inc. (PHM.N: Quote, Profile, Research gained 2.5 percent to $27.86 on the NYSE.
The Dow Jones U.S. home construction index (.DJUSHB: Quote, Profile, Research was up 1.1 percent.
Sales of new U.S. homes in April posted the sharpest climb in 14 years, far exceeding expectations, while prices
fell a record 11 percent, according to a government report that showed home builders taking extraordinary steps to
sell houses.

Reprinted from Bloomberg

Blockbuster, Netflix Duel for
Customers; Short Sellers Profit
By Michael Patterson
May 21 (Bloomberg) -- Blockbuster Inc. and Netflix Inc. shares tumbled in the past month, rewarding so-called short
sellers who bet that the companies' push for new movie-rental customers would drive up costs, slash prices and erode
profits.
Shares of Blockbuster, the world's largest brick-and-mortar rental chain, and Netflix, the No. 1 provider of mail-order
rentals, were among the most shorted last month, U.S. exchange data show. About a third of Blockbuster's float, or
shares available for trading, was borrowed and sold to profit from falling prices. Traders sold short 20 percent of
Netflix.
After increasing spending on its Internet service to lure customers from Netflix, Blockbuster reported a wider-thanexpected loss in the first quarter. Netflix Chief Executive Officer Reed Hastings last month cut his subscriber growth
forecast and said Blockbuster's foray into online rentals has sparked a “battle” for new customers that may threaten
his company's dominance.
“You're not going to have a winner and a loser -- you're going to have two subpar performers,” said Alan Lancz,
president of Alan B. Lancz & Associates in Toledo, Ohio. Lancz has had a short position in Netflix since April 2006.
“It's harder and harder to maintain a customer base, let alone grow it at a reasonable level. I don't see that changing
soon.”
Double-Digit Declines
Class A shares of Blockbuster have dropped 34 percent since April 10, the date of last month's short-sale statistics
from the New York Stock Exchange. Netflix declined 11 percent in the period. The American Stock Exchange and
NYSE will report May short-interest figures after the close of trading today. The Nasdaq Stock Market will follow on
May 24.
…
Randy Hargrove, a Blockbuster spokesman, declined to comment on trading in its shares. Netflix spokesman Steve
Swasey and Movie Gallery's Andrew Siegel also declined to comment.
…
Increased Competition
Competition for movie viewers will only intensify as companies such as Apple Inc., Wal-Mart Stores Inc. and
Amazon.com Inc. offer new video-download services.
Netflix may be in a better position than its rivals. Boasting a database of about 2,000 titles available for online
viewing, Netflix began offering its download service in January and said it plans to spend $40 million this year on it.
Movie Gallery aims to launch a similar service this year, while Blockbuster said it's still studying how best to deliver
digital content online.
Aston Tamro's Tasho says Netflix's downloading service will drive the company's growth over the next few years.
“They realized that in the long term, the technology would start to evolve into digitizing this information,” said
Tasho, who's based in Alexandria, Virginia. “I still think they're a very strong competitor for the long run.”
…
Other investors are less optimistic and view the shorts as a bet against the industry.
“The downloads are going to be even more competitive,” said Lancz. “None of it looks good from our vantage point.”
…
Excerpt from May 21, 2007 article

